
LING 388 HOMEWORK 2

DUE NOVEMBER 6, 2009

1. Foma

The fictional Monish language. (from Beesley & Karttunen 2003). Monish has
the following 8 vowels:

Front Back
i u
e o
é ó
ä a

Monish exhibits front/back vowel harmony, which means that the vowels in a
word have to be all front or all back. The word ‘ruuzodonaaba’ I walked, has all
back vowels, compared to the word ‘vésiimbenääbä’ I invented facts for sociologists,
has all front vowels. Words that have both front and back vowels cannot occur
‘*ruuzodenääbä’.

Here is a list of Monish roots with their English translations.
ruuzod “walk”
tsarlók “drink”
ntonól “gamble”

bunoots “fish”
vésiimb “invent facts for sociologists”
yääqin “drink (alcohol)”
fesééng “steal/borrow”

Vowels in suffix morphemes are underspecified for height – this means that the
+Perf morpheme is realized as ‘-on’ when the root has a back vowel, but ‘-en’ when
the root has a front vowel. To capture these facts we will define a metacharacter
for the underspecified vowel in the +Perf morpheme ˆO. The underlying form for
the +Perf morpheme will be represented as ‘ˆOn’. This ˆO will be changed to
the correct surface form via a rule. The following table shows which vowels the
metacharacters become in the surface form.

Metacharacter With Front With Back
ˆU i u
ˆO e o
ˆÓ é ó
ˆA ä a

Following the root, Monish words can have an optional intensifier suffix ‘ˆUˆUk’.
This should be represented in your Foma script as the following, because of the
metacharacters:
define Suff1 ["+Int": ["^U" "^U" k] ];

Following the optional intensifier, there is an obligatory aspect marker:
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+Perf ˆOn
+Imperf ˆÓmb

+Opt ˆUdd
Next can come an optional confidence marker:

+True ˆAnk
+Belief ˆAˆAvˆOt
+Doubt ˆUˆUz
+False ˆÓq

Finally, all words must end with exactly one person/number morpheme:
+1P+Sg ˆAˆAbˆA
+2P+Sg ˆÓmˆA
+3P+Sg ˆUvvˆU

+1P+Pl+Excl ˆAˆAbˆOrˆA
+1P+Pl+Incl ˆAˆAbˆUgˆA

+2P+Pl ˆÓmˆOrˆA
+3P+Pl ˆUvvˆOrˆU

1.1. 5 pts. Write a Foma script that converts Monish word representations into
their intermediate underspecified forms. For example, the input
down ruuzod+Int+Perf+1P+Sg

should result in
ruuzod^U^Uk^On^A^Ab^A

The characters é, ó, ä, and ˆÓ should be represented as E, O, A, and ˆ0 (zero)
respectively, to avoid issues with unicode.

1.2. 5 pts. Add the rules that convert the intermediate forms to the surface forms
to the Foma script above. Your finished script should produce the following:
down ruuzod+Int+Perf+1P+Sg

should result in
ruuzod^U^Uk^On^A^Ab^A
ruuzoduukonaaba


